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1. Postal workers' service is valuable 

By Jacques Martel, The Windsor StarJune 23, 2011 3:05 AM 
In this age of computers and mass electronic communication, one might argue that 
Canada Post no longer offers a viable, necessary service to society. This may be true 
for some, but it is by no means true for the vast majority of Canadians. 
There are people who, for a myriad of reasons, opt not to own a personal computer. 
There are people who subscribe to magazines and periodicals we prefer to read hard 
copy or that are not available online. 
There are people who, as oldfashioned as it may be, opt for the personal touch and 
send handwritten notes and cards through the mail. Just imagine a bride and groom 
hoping that all of their wedding guests have Internet access to facilitate online 
invitations and responses. 
There are many agencies that choose to send bills, cheques, and other correspondence 
by mail. The list goes on and on. 
In the current contract negotiations, it would appear that Canada Post has taken the 
position that most Canadians do not consider the services of the postal system 
essential to their day to day well-being. This is the only conclusion I can come to 
based on Canada Post's decision to end the rotating strikes that the union had been 
utilizing by locking the postal workers out earlier this week. 
The concessions being asked of the union membership are numerous and, in some 
cases, totally unreasonable -drastic changes to sick leave and pension benefits, wage 
concessions and a two-tier salary system, to mention just a few. Additionally, there 
are safety concerns being ignored by the employer. 
If the Canada Post negotiators continue their hard-line approach, this promises to be a 
long conflict, in spite of the pending back-to-work legislation. I personally think they 
have underestimated the importance of the postal workers and the valued services 
they provide to all Canadians. 
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2. Lorne Gunter: Tories choose the path of least resistance in postal strike 

Lorne Gunter Jun 21, 2011 – 4:13 PM ET 
The government's missing a good opportunity to allow more private competition in 
mail delivery. 
For the life of me, I can’t understand why the Conservative government wants to 
involve itself in the Canada Post lockout. There are far more benefits from not getting 
mixed up in the dispute between the dying Crown monopoly and its overpaid workers. 
Almost no one cares that the mail is not being delivered. So there is little to be gained 
politically from passing back-to-work legislation, unless the government is looking to 
defuse an ugly situation before it becomes ugly (although there was no indication the 
postal lockout would ever have become ugly). 
No doubt there are small businessmen and women (and some large businesses, too) 
whose invoices and payments have been disrupted. I also know a woman who is 
impatiently waiting for word from an exclusive pre-school about whether her progeny 
has been accepted. And our kids are waiting for tickets to an event that may already 
have occurred by the time the tickets arrive. 
There are probably millions of such tiny inconveniences now being foisted on 
Canadians as a result of the lockout. Yet each time the mail is cut off, there is less 
sympathy among Canadians for a continuation of our public-monopoly postal service. 
And there is less need for one, too. 
The current lockout will undoubtedly encourage hundreds of thousands of Canadians 
to sign up (finally) with their banks, credit card companies, oil companies, department 
stores, utilities and others for electronic bill delivery and payment, and for direct 
deposit of cheques, too. The business Canada Post loses from the current labour 
dispute will never come back because a) there are alternatives to the mail — lots of 
them — and b) the alternatives are superior in terms of speed, cost and efficiency. 
Whenever and however the lockout is resolved, there will be even fewer Canadians 
than there are now using Canada Post. The 17% drop off in first-class mail volumes in 
the past five years will be topped by a 30% drop off over the next five. 
It’s simply no longer necessary for a government or a government-owned entity like 
Canada Post to have a monopoly over the mail. All over Europe, government postal 
services have been privatized. The result has generally been faster, more efficient 
delivery. In Germany, for instance, the privatized mail service brings letters six days a 
week and has a much better one- and two-day delivery record for first-class mail than 
Canada Post. Indeed, Deutsche Post DHL has become larger than UPS and FedEx 
combined. 
The longer the current disputes goes on, the more public pressure could have been 
brought to bear on privatizing here, too. 
So just why would the Tories want to bring in back-to-work legislation and perhaps 
even invoke closure to ram it through Parliament? 
The simplest explanation is: Doing so is the path of least resistance. 
Sending posties back to work will rile fewer voters than would a contentious debate 
over privatization, and the Tories already have a fall full of contentious debates 
planned — getting rid of the long-gun registry, taking away the Wheat Board’s 
monopoly over Prairie grain, adding seats in the House of Commons for Ontario, 
Alberta and B.C., and ending direct taxpayer subsidies for political parties. 



Still, the willingness to end the postal lockout with legislation amounts to choosing 
bullying over boldness. It is easier to force a settlement and ignore the question of 
privatization than it is to make the case for getting rid of Canada Post, even though 
the latter is more in keeping with the Tories’ free-market slant. 
Intervening in the Canada Post lockout — like threatening last week to intervene in 
the Air Canada strike — also mutes the signals the market sends both employers and 
employees about the true cost of contracts, collective bargaining and commercial 
decisions. Government intervention means political, rather than market, factors will 
drive negotiations and business decisions. And the prime consideration of any strike 
then becomes not what both sides can work out together, but rather which side has 
more clout. 
 
It might seem to the Tories now that the best course is to sweep the postal lockout 
under the rug as quickly as possible, but in the long run, this will delay the inevitable 
changes at Canada Post and ensnare the government in more labour disputes down the 
line. 
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3. Royal Mail Group announces annual results for 2010-2011 

Royal Mail Group made a £39 million operating profit after modernisation costs. The 
fall from the £180 million profit in 2009-2010 was said to be primarily due to a 
decline in revenues, offset by a reduction in operating costs. The UK Letters & 
Parcels and International business lost £120 million in 2010-11, (2009-10: £20 million 
profit). Revenue decline was mainly driven by a fall in volumes. This is just over £2 
million a week. 
CEO Moya Greene commented: “Royal Mail has been in significant financial 
difficulty for a number of years, reporting negative cash flow four years in a row. Our 
challenge is to put the Group and the Universal Service on a sound, secure and 
sustainable footing. 
“We are honoured to collect and deliver the mail on behalf of households and 
businesses across the UK. But, our industry, along with our European peers, is in 
decline. At the same time the number of addresses that we must deliver to everyday 
increased by 300,000. Letters now account for a very modest share of daily social 
messaging. Inland addressed volumes peaked in 2005-6 at about 80 million items of 
mail a day. This year, we delivered 62 million items of mail a day, a decline of over 
20 percent. We expect further declines of around five percent a year. 
“Our modernisation is one of the largest change management programmes ever 
undertaken in the UK. Our peak period of change is underway - now. The jobs of over 
100,000 people are changing. We are working closely with the Communication 
Workers Union (CWU) under the Business Transformation agreement reached in 
early 2010. 
“We have a clear plan in place to deal with our difficult business environment. The 
plan is very challenging but we are determined to achieve it.” 
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Wednesday, June 22, 2011 

4. Representative Ross Indicates that Issa/Ross Bill will have no Change in 

Retiree Payments  

In a tweet, Representative Dennis Ross hinted that the bill that Representative Darrell 
Issa and he will introduce tomorrow will not contain any change to the payment 
schedules for retiree obligations that are now contained in all other postal reform bills. 
 
RepDennisRossDennis Ross 
 
USPS, this is why you prefund retiree benefits. http://t.co/wm1cnvI | "no one else 
does..." and this is where they are now. 
 
If there are no changes in the payment schedules to reflect overpayment of either 
FERS or retiree healthcare benefits then the Issa/Ross bill will need to find quick 
reductions in Postal Service costs elsewhere. There are few options but all will likely 
affect both compensation to postal employees and service to postal customers. 
 
Representative Issa and Ross have given some hint to these changes in the hearings 
that they have held and in particular the titles of the hearings. These hints have 
indicated that the bill likely include the following: 
• Expedited reduction in service from 6-days per week to 5-days per week; 
• Expedited public review process for the consolidation or closure of processing 
facilities; 
• Expedited public review process for the closure of post offices and changes in 
the law to allow closure of post offices solely for operating at a deficit;  
• Reductions in Postal Service compensation at least as great as proposed by 
Senator John McCain in amendments 251 and 252 to Senate Bill 493, the Small 
Business Reauthorization Bill 
o Cuts will occur in executive pay 
o Postal Service share of health care and life insurance benefits 
• Reduction in retiree benefits for postal employees including the possible 
elimination of Postal contributions to FERS and the benefit that these contributions 
provide. (A similar proposal was made for all government employees in the Senate.) 
• Postal Service's ability to manage labor costs either through the labor 
negotiation process or in defining positions of employees currently represented by 
employee associations. 
While these provisions will save the Postal Service money, it is unlikely that they will 
reduce Postal Service costs sufficiently and sufficiently quick to eliminatethe Postal 
Service's deficits and allow it to continue to make the retiree healthcare payments. To 
do that, Representatives Ross and Issa will likely need to include a provision in their 
bill to institute a reduction in force (RIF) of around 10% of Postal Service employees 
to reduce payroll quickly to match income and possibly a provisions to reduce Postal 
salaries and/or benefits beyond those proposed by Senator McCain and others and that 
these cuts would include cuts in compensation to both employees that are and are not 
covered by labor agreements.  



 
A reduction of 10% of the Postal Service Workforce reflects the workforce cuts that 
Representative Issa, Ross and Chafitz introduced in HR 2114. While that bill would 
reduce the the Federal workforce over 3-4 years, to get the cost savings required, the 
Postal Service would need to reduce its workforce almost immediately by 10% to get 
the cost savings needed to reduce costs to break-even levels. It is unclear how far or 
how quickly cuts in salaries or benefits could be implemented to employees who are 
and are not covered by labor agreements. 
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5. SingPost ups stake in Efficient ahead of Indonesian project 

Wednesday, June 22nd, 2011 
Singapore Post (SingPost) has upped its stake in Malaysia-based data processing 
company Efficient E-Solutions, as it eyes a joint venture with the firm in Indonesia. 
which see SingPost, through its wholly-owned subsidiary Singapore Post Private 
Limited, acquiring an additional 50m ordinary shares. 
The latest investment totals RM 9.75m ($3.22m) and leaves SingPost with a 10.6% 
stake in the firm. 
SingPost also revealed that it proposes to collaborate and co-operate with Efficient 
over the creation of a new data and document processing business in Indonesia. 
A SingPost statement said the companies will “jointly invest in setting up of data and 
document management business operations in Indonesia; will jointly identify business 
opportunities relating to data and document management in such countries as may be 
mutually agreed in writing between parties; and may mutually agree to engage in 
discussions and negotiations with other potential investors and/or business partners in 
relation to the Proposed Collaboration”. 
The Indonesian venture is the latest SingPost initiative aimed at increasing company 
earnings away from traditional revenue streams. 
Earlier this month, the company launched Clout Shoppe, its new e-commerce portal. 
“Clout Shoppe is positioned to serve the fast-growing market of discerning and 
internet-savvy consumers who appreciate value shopping for new luxury and designer 
goods without having to pay the high price,” a company statement said. 
Clout Shoppe executive director Joanna Soh said: “With the backing of SingPost, we 
are confident that Clout Shoppe will be a leading player in the e-commerce space 
because of our brand assurance, logistics expertise and eclectic product mix.” 
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Wednesday, June 22, 2011 
6. FedEx Earnings and SmartPost and Parcel Select  

FedEx announced its earnings today. The Associated Press reported that earnings 
were ahead of analyst expectations. FedEx is forecasting strong earnings growth in its 
First Quarter, 2012 (which starts June 1, 2011) and all of its FY 2012 
 
FedEx Ground delivery volume grew 6% in the quarter which is stronger than total 
industry growth. This growth was paced by FedEx SmartPost where "average daily 
volume increased 24% due to growth in e-commerce and gains in market share. 
FedEx SmartPost revenue per package increased 8% primarily due to growth in 
higher-yielding services and increased fuel surcharges." 
 
Since 2008, FedEx SmartPost has grown from 4.9% of FedEx Ground Revenue to 
7.4% of Ground Revenue in 2011. During the same period, FedEx SmartPost has 
grown from 15.5% to 27.7% of shipments that FedEx Ground picks up from its 
customers.  
 
In the conference call a FedEx executive on the call made the following statements: 
• "Smart Post is a key part of a residential delivery portfolio.  
• There are a lot of light weight items in that network.  
• It gives us a competitive network.  
• It allows us to focus our home delivery network on heavier items and items 
that require special features such as day definite or time definite delivery. 
When a transcript of the statement is available later today, the full statement will be 
added to the blog as and the person who made them will be identified. 
 
Implications for the Postal Service 
 
FedEx's success with SmartPost raises questions about the success of the Postal 
Service's Parcel Select and Parcel Select Light products. Clearly FedEx's volume is 
growing faster than the Postal Service's reported volume. FedEx SmartPost appears to 
be taking market share away from other parcel consolidators that drop parcels at 
postal facilities. Also, the growth of FedEx SmartPost suggests that the Postal Service 
may have some pricing power in its parcel select products, particularly in terms of 
delivering light weight parcels for more remote locations, that it needs to explore as it 
tries to maximize profits from its parcel products.  
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